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Abstract: We consider the comparative study of visual process integration within
either a biological system (i.e. the parieto-ventral and parieto-dorsal pathways of the
cortical visual system in the primate) or an artificial system. Both systems deliver
an estimation of
- [where], that is to say the motion and structure of the observed scene and of
- [what], i.e. the perceptual grouping and labeling of objects in the scene.
The long term goal is to elaborate a common theory about precise questions in
both neurosciences and algorithms and their architecture in artificial vision, includ-
ing computer vision applications.
Within this framework, the function and behavior of adaptive feedback mecha-
nisms is a key point and on the leading edge of biological studies. The core of this
idea is that visual processing is build around:
1) a first computational step allowing to pre-process the input information, provide
initial estimates, generate hypotheses about which models to use, ?
2) a refinement step using iterative mechanisms of optimization of the visual per-
ception.
Such mechanisms occur, sometimes implicitly, in artificial vision processes.
They are mainly related to such problems as the combination of visual attributes,
computed from different sources and then fused for “what” and “where” perceptual
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tasks; the use of a-priori information, obtained from higher-level visual modules.
These modules define models estimated from the data. These models are either
given a-priori (e.g. rigidity, shape regularity, ..) or chosen thanks to object labeling
obtained during the first computational step.
The present work is a theoretical study in three steps:
(a) a systematic analysis of existing results in neuro-science,
(b) an interpretation of these results from the viewpoint of the variational approach
widely used in computer vision
(c) a specification of a simulation tool of parts of the visual cortex.
Key-words: Visual cortex, Feedback, Modelization, Simulation
INRIA
RIVAGe Rétroaction lors de l’Intégration Visuelle:
vers une Architecture Générique.
Résumé : On s’intéresse à l’étude comparative de l’intégration des processus visuels
au sein de deux systèmes : l’un biologique (précisément les voies pariéto-ventrales
et pariéto-dorsales du système visuel cortical chez le primate) et l’autre artificiel.
Ce dernier délivre des estimations: « where » du mouvement et de la structure de la
scène observée et « what » du groupement perceptuel et de l’identification d’objets
de la scène. Dans ce cadre, le rôle et le fonctionnement des mécanismes adaptatifs
de rétroaction est au centre des recherches actuelles dans le domaine biologique.
Le but à long terme est d’aboutir à une théorie commune débouchant sur des
questions précises dans le champ des neurosciences et des architectures et des al-
gorithmes utilisables en vision artificielle et ses applications.
Au coeur de cette étude est l’idée que le traitement visuel effectue:
- une première vague de calculs qui permet de détourer l’information reçue, de
fournir une estimation initiale, de faire des hypothèses sur les objets de la scène,
etc..
- un raffinement itératif pour arriver à une perception effective de la scène.
De tels mécanismes adaptatifs sont omniprésents, parfois implicitement, dans
les processus de vision artificielle où ils sont bien souvent traités dans le cadre du
calcul des variations qui permet, outre de garantir que les problèmes sont math-
ématiquement bien posés, de répondre à des questions très importantes relatives à
la fusion d’informations telles que:
(i) la combinaison d’attributs visuels calculés par des modules différents et utilisés
ensuite pour les tâches de « what » et « where » et
(ii) l’utilisation d’information a priori issue de modules visuels de plus haut niveau.
Ce sont des « modèles » des données à traiter, ces modèles étant soit donnés a
priori (e.g. rigidité, régularité de forme, etc..), soit issus de l’étiquetage d’objets
reconnus par « la première vague » de calculs du système.
Il s’agit ici d’une étude théorique en trois étapes
(a) une analyse systématique de la littérature en neurosciences portant sur les mécan-
ismes adaptatifs de rétroaction au sein du cortex visuel.
(b) une interprétation des résultats de cette analyse à la lumière des apports de
l’approche variationnelle utilisée en vision arficielle pour traiter ces questions.
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(c) une définition du cahier des charges d’un outil de simulation informatique de
certains aspects du fonctionnement du cortex visuel.
Mots-clés : Cortex visuel, Rétroaction, Modélisation, Simulation
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1 Introduction J. Bullier, O. Faugeras et al.
The interactions between the communities of researchers studying the biological
bases of vision and those interested in developing artificial vision systems have
gone up and down during the last twenty years. In the years 1980’s, there was a
consensus between the two communities highlighted by the publication of the book
Vision by David Marr [72]. In those days, processing of visual information was
thought to be done in a series of steps, progressing from a local analysis of borders
to 3D surface elements and then to the identification of 3D objects. This model
was consistent with the hierarchy of cortical areas that has just been proposed by
Maunsell and Van Essen [35]: borders were analyzed in area V1 and successively
more elaborate degrees of processing were achieved in the higher order areas.
Twenty years later, the situation has changed considerably: biological visual
systems can no longer be considered as purely feedforward systems consisting of
sets of filters of progressively higher degree of sophistication as one penetrates the
different layers of processing. In the field of artificial vision, numerous other mod-
els have been proposed to process information. These models work well within
their context but a general framework for processing visual information is no longer
in sight. The purpose of this work is to examine the possibilities of laying new
foundations for interactions between the two communities.
Two of the major advances in the field of biological vision in recent years have
been the realization that 1) information does not progress only bottom-up but that
there is a very dense network of top-down connections and 2) that there are in the
brain internal representations of the external world that are embodied in neuronal
networks. This change in perspective has lead biologists to view the visual system
no longer as processing information transferred by the retinal ganglion cells (the
computer analyzing the output of the camera), but more as processing its own inter-
nal representations and checking whether these representations are consistent with
the messages sent by the sensory neurons (checking the validity of the models). It
is therefore of major importance to evaluate the role of the top-down (also called
feedback) connections that are likely to be used to compare the representations of
higher levels with those located at lower levels of processing.
The roles attributed to top-down influences are numerous but very few have
been tested in detail: feedback connections are thought to be involved in directing
attention, in memory retrieval, in comparing internal models with sensory inputs,
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in combining global and local processing. Our intention is to examine the role of
top-down influences not in isolation but within a general model of the brain such
as that proposed by Friston [40]. This model stresses the point that feedback con-
nections are essential here. Although such models are popular among theoreticians,
they do not fit with the results of biological experiments: all studies of feedback
connections so far [18] converge to conclude that feedback influences act to poten-
tiate the responses of neurons at lower levels. One of the goals of our collaboration
will therefore to develop models that incorporate the notions of internal models,
non invertible relationship and interactions between top-down and bottom-up influ-
ences but are more compatible with results from biological vision, in the hope that
this search might reveal some particularly interesting strategies used by biological
systems to solve the problems posed by Friston.
Another recent important change in biological vision is the realization that infor-
mation is not processed in a step-by-step hierarchical fashion but that some higher
order areas, that contain sophisticated representations, are activated extremely early
in the processing of visual information. In particular, it has been shown that the en-
tire dorsal stream, including the parietal cortex and the frontal cortex are activated
only a few milliseconds after area V1 which constitutes the initial processing stage
of vision in primates [110]. This new perspective has led to a model in which a first-
pass analysis is done by neurons in the dorsal stream and that this first-pass analysis
is used, through feedback connections, to optimize the more detailed processing
that occurs later (detailed shape, color). One of the goals of our collaboration is to
determine whether such a model could be used in the framework of a general model
of the visual system to improve and accelerate the processing of visual stimuli.
Computational neuroscience: a first reading
We consider the topic “integrated model of visual processing”. Regarding the hier-
archical organization of the visual cortical areas of the primate (see e.g. [116] for a
comparative description of the organization of visual areas in macaque and human
cerebral cortex) this corresponds to two main streams: the ventral and dorsal consid-
ered as the “what” (i.e. object recognition) and “where” (i.e. object localization and
motion analysis) processing streams, respectively. Our goal is to contribute to mod-
els of biologically plausible neural computations (see e.g. [16] for details about the
biological plausibility of linear and multiplicative computational steps, including
RR n° 5451
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motion detection and short-term memory, while [129] focuses on the biologically
plausible implementation of non-linear operation such as minimum computation or
comparisons between inputs).
Following [18] we emphasize the fact that cortical visual processing requires in-
formation to be exchanged between neurons coding for distant regions in the visual
field. Feedback connections from upper-layers are best candidates for such interac-
tions because magnocellular layers of the LGN very rapidly project a “first-pass”
information used to guide further processing.
More precisely, [3] demonstrates that the so called “horizontal connections” (i.e.
within a cortical, e.g. retinotopic, map) are not fast enough to account for such a
transfer, considering the known timings of information transfer [84].
(1) These cortical computations include stereo/binocular disparity. The work
of [74] is a recent attempt to explain how complex cells can issue depth percepts
for binocular but also monocular (i.e. da Vince stereopsis) cues, including induced
effects from contrast changes (i.e. shape from illumination) as simulated in [49].
This also includes disparity tuning: [51] develops a model explaining how the LGN
is involved in binocular disparity tuning, matching left and right images with the
same contrast polarity but inducing feedback adaptation from signals of opposite
polarities. In the present study, we would like to get a step further, considering
V3 computations. More precisely, [1] shows the existence of disparity-selective
columns including occlusions and proposes that V3 contributes to the processing of
stereoscopic depth information and that the parietal areas to which it projects use
this information for object depth and 3D shape analysis.
(2) A second aspect is perceptual grouping. For instance, [50] attempts to
demonstrate how the known laminar architecture of the V1 and V2 areas of the vi-
sual cortex, assuming a functional role for this stratification, is involved in percepts
generation, see also [83]. This includes pre-attentive/attentive aspects, as pointed
out by [92] describing how the parvocellular stream of the visual cortex performs
visual filtering, i.e. attention and perceptual grouping, using feed-forward, feedback
and horizontal interactions. One key aspect is the figure / ground segmentation in
the brain, as recently reviewed by [100] showing that shape perception depends
critically on this cue, while its link to early-vision mechanisms is now relatively
well understood [101] e.g. the role of junctions in surface completion and contour
matching.
INRIA
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(3) Motion processing is also a key problem. It has been shown in [22] how
responses to moving stimuli are derived from transient cell, speed-tuning cell re-
sponses of different sizes yielding visual motion perception and speed discrimi-
nation, involving both ventral and dorsal visual pathways. At a cognitive level,
considering interpolation between prototypes of gestures, [44] attempts to interpret
how the cortical “what” and “where” pathways of the visual cortex are involved in
complex movements patterns. For instance, a complex spatio-temporal pattern is
efficiently represented as a combination of prototypes whose coefficients are esti-
mated using variational estimation methods [43]. Well-known early vision visual
cues (e.g. the Koenderink def value easily computed by an affine modelization of
the retinal motion field [21]) are other relevant candidates for such a parameteriza-
tion.
All three previous aspects of visual perception are easily formalized using the
“generative model” approach developed in [27] and reviewed in [40]. This allows
to relate what is actually known in statistical modelization with existing biological
models. A general framework for the role of feedback connections is proposed in
these publications. A step further, the link with variational approaches [120] has
been already sketched out. Regarding the role of feedback connections, [93] de-
scribes a model of visual processing in which feedback connections from a higher-
to a lower- order visual cortical area carry predictions of lower-level neural activ-
ities, whereas the feed-forward connections carry the residual errors between the
predictions and the actual lower-level activities. In the scope of this approach re-
ceptive fields are Gabor-like filters with a sigmoid profile output, weights being
optimized by a 1st order gradient optimization of a likehood criterion. This is easily
generalized to more plausible operators. But the relation with sensory-motor strate-
gies, as discussed in [95] is very important: these authors point out the fact that
visual cognition highly depends on the gaze orientation mechanisms and analyze
how the appearance information contained in the image is converted into a target
position, using saliency maps and separating targeting “what” process and the lo-
calization “where” process. This is in close agreement with the dorsal (where) and
ventral (what) visual cortical pathways functionalities.
As a conclusion, this first reading of the literature indicates that there are many
but rather different frameworks to model the ventral/dorsal visual pathways func-
tionalities, while these functionalities correspond to recent computer vision mech-
anisms, now formalized in a unifying “variational” framework (e.g. [52, 86] for
RR n° 5451
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recent introductions). It is thus very tempting to investigate whether this unifying
framework could also be relevant in modeling biological vision. This is the goal of
this project.
A unifying theoretical framework to analyze visual processes
The adaptive mechanisms described previously are always present -most of the time
implicitly- in artificial visual processes. The so-called “variational approach” is
a unifying theoretical framework to design and implement this formalism. At a
phenomenological level, this framework:
• defines the estimation problem in terms of the optimization of a criterion.
This criterion is usually built from two terms:
(i) One term is related to the data input (e.g. looking for a solution as com-
patible as possible with this input)
(ii) One term is related to the a-priori information (i.e. looking for a solution
corresponding to plausible properties allowing to regularize the solution)
• implements this global optimization using a local iterative scheme of a para-
metric or non-parametric map. This scheme arises from the partial differ-
ential equations (PDEs) that must be verified by the solution. The architec-
ture of this implementation may correspond to what is processed in a cortical
[maxi]column: here is the fundamental motivation to apply this formalism
to neuronal computations, since we assume that it provides an alternative to
usual artificial “neural-nets” as a basic generic biologically plausible estima-
tion process.
More precisely, such a mechanism allows to model how a visual system, as a
whole, solves perceptual tasks not only at a “pixel” level. A key aspect is that, under
this assumption, there is a direct link between PDE parameterization and spatio-
temporal maps of cortical activity. Therefore we plan to find biological networks of
neurons which carry out some of the PDEs computations used in algorithmic vision
and conversely, starting from neuro-physiological data, to try to define pertinent
PDEs acting on visual inputs.
This should allow the development of not only anatomical but also functional
models of activity in cortical areas during a visual task. At a theoretical level, the
INRIA
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variational paradigm is interesting because:
- it provides concise mathematical models of many computer vision problems,
- it allows to study in detail the problems of the existence and the uniqueness of
solutions of the resulting equations, including wellposedness and
- to design correct and usually efficient algorithms to calculate approximate solu-
tions of these equations.
Indeed, we are aware that brain modelization has been, over the history, deeply
related to “fashionable” metaphors in relation with the different technologies, the
“computational” metaphor being the basis of what is called cognitive science [26].
Here, following e.g. [16], we simply consider the biological plausibility of linear
and multiplicative computational steps, including motion detection and short-term
memory, while [129] details the biologically plausible implementation of the maxi-
mum (or minimum, i.e. comparisons between inputs) and follow [40] regarding this
concept of biological plausibility. As made explicit in [47] we also will consider not
“neuronal networks” but true biological networks of neurons.
RR n° 5451
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Appendix: hierarchical organization of the visual cortical areas
Following [116] let us very briefly review the key-words of the organization of
visual areas in macaque and human cerebral cortex: two main streams the ventral1
and dorsal2
From a “cognitive” point of view they are respectively considered as the “what”
(i.e. object recognition3) and “where” (i.e. object localization and motion analysis4)
processing streams.
The main cortical areas are:
V1/V2 primary visual areas (local 2D computations: edge, color, texture, raw-motion, ..)
V3 visual area (mainly related to binocular disparity/depth computation)
V4 “associative” visual area
V5 = MT / MST visual areas mainly involved in motion computation
IT inferior temporal areas (TE / TEO / STS)
VP / VIP / 7a
 
PO visual parietal area
 
parieto–occipital
FEF frontal eye field
1The “ventral” pathway: Prior to the inferior temporal cortical area, is the so called pari-
etal/ventral pathway (sometimes improperly called “parvocellular” pathway), neurons in the inter-
blobs of V1 project to the pale stripes of V2. This pale stripes of V2 project to the inferior temporal
cortex. Other feed-forward pathways include the V4 visual area, see [18] for general review. This
pathway is composed of feature detectors (simple, complex and hyper-complex cells) (e.g. [59] for
an introduction). Neurons in this pathway show a low sensitivity to contrast, high spatial resolution,
and low temporal resolution or sustained responses to visual stimuli. See for instance [33], Chap 2
for a discussion.
2The “dorsal” pathway: Here a second visual cortical pathway, parietal and dorsal, in which the
neurons in layer 4B of V1 project to the thick stripes of V2 is considered. Area V2 then projects to
V3, V5 (or MT, middle-temporal cortex), and MST (median superior temporal cortex) This pathway
is mainly an extension of the magnocellular pathway, but not only.
3About IT: The inferior temporal cortex is though to consist of three parts: The TEO (the oc-
cipital division of the intra-temporal cortex), the TE (the median division), and the STS (superior
temporal sulcus).The TEO is used for making discriminations between 2-D patterns which differ in
form, color, size, orientation, or brightness. The TE is used for recognition of 3-D objects. Both the
TE and STS are thought to be used in facial recognition and in the recognition of familiar objects.
The STS may be the place in which the feature maps of objects (which contain separate information
about each primitive of an object, such as color, orientation, or form) become object representations.
4About V5: Simplifying the situation: cells in V5 are particularly sensitive to small moving
objects or the moving edge of large objects; cells in dorsal MST respond to the movement of large
scenes such as caused by head movements; cells in ventral MST respond to the movement of small
objects against their background. See for instance [33], Chapter 10 for a discussion.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical organization of the visual cortical areas, from [18], (see [19]
for an introduction). Anatomical localization is given in Fig. 2.
Feedback in the visual cortex
If [18] points out the fact that cortical visual processing requires information to be
exchanged between neurons coding for distant regions in the visual field, yielding
distant neurons within a retinotopic cortical map, the key point is that feedback con-
nections from upper-layers are best candidates for such interactions because mag-
RR n° 5451
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Figure 2: Anatomical localization of visual cortical areas which connectivity is
schematized in Fig. 1, (from [18])
nocellular5 layers of the LGN6 very rapidly project a “first-pass” information used
to guide7 further processing.
5About (magno/parvo)cellular streams: There are two classes of cells from the retina and
LGN: magnocellular, and parvocellular. These two cell types are contained in different parts of the
LGN, and they have different response properties: (i) magnocellular cells receptive fields are 2-3
times larger than parvocellular cells receptive fields. Parvocellular cells have better acuity and res-
olution than magnocellular cells which have better sensitivity; magnocellular cells respond well to
moving stimuli, whereas parvocellular cells do not; parvocellular cells respond well to color stimuli,
whereas magnocellular cells do not.
The magnocellular pathway (phylogenetically older than the parvocellular one) continues the pro-
cessing of visual detail leading to the perception of shape in area V3 and movement in areas V5 and
MST. It has less synaptic relays than the parvocellular pathway, but is faster.
6About LGN: The Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) is the neuronal relay from the retina to the
cortical visual input; this structure is organized in a laminar architecture with a binocular represen-
tation.
7About the use of feedback: At least two functional reasons for such feedback may be invoked:
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[3] demonstrates that so called “horizontal connections” (i.e. within a cortical
(e.g., retinotopic) map) are not fast enough to account for such a transfer, consider-
ing usual timing of information transfer [84], see Fig. 4 whereas feedback connec-
tions are, see Fig. 3.
.
where to process: simple cues allow to decide in which part of the retinal map visual processing
has to occur:
- for a static image a rough but fast edge detector may be used to determine which contrasted
areas (over a given threshold) have to be analyzed, or a large scale orientation detector (i.e.
blurred by smoothing, but eliminating noise) may help anisotropic regularization processes
to further process some visual cues,
- regarding motion perception, for a rotationally stabilized (though oculomotor reflexes such
as vestibulo-ocular or opto-kinetic reflexes) image sequence, non-stationary areas correspond
either to (e.g. [122]) mobile objects (i.e. prey/predators) or (because of parallax) close objects
(thus in the grasping space or likely to interact with the subject); when the surfaces are not
too highly textured, these are in any case reasonable targets to focus attention on;
what to process: very fast object recognition, as experimented and modelized by, e.g. [111, 110],
allows a “model-based” processing of the visual information with the possibility to choose
among memorized previous processing modes, configurations of parameters tuned with re-
spect to this first recognition. This is also related to “focus of attention”, including conscious-
ness [17]
RR n° 5451
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Figure 3: Summary diagram showing the spatial scales of horizontal versus feed-
back connections (from [3])
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Figure 4: Latencies of visual responses in different cortical areas, from [18]
RR n° 5451
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2 Feedback in regularization mechanisms T. Viéville, O.D.
Faugeras et al.
Cortical maps
Perceptual processes, in computer or biological vision, require the computation of
“maps” of quantitative values. The retinal image itself is a “retinotopic map”: for
each cell of the retina or each pixel of the image, there is a value corresponding to
the image intensity at this location. This is a vector value for color images. One step
further, in early-vision, the retinal image contrast is computed at each location, al-
lowing to detect image edges related to boundaries between image areas. Such maps
encode not only the contrast magnitude, but several other cues: contrast orientation
related to edge orientation, shape curvature, binocular disparity related to the visual
depth, color cues, temporal disparity between two consecutive images in relation
with visual motion detection, etc.. There are such detectors in both artificial visual
systems (see e.g. [38] for a general introduction) and in the brain neuronal struc-
tures involved in vision perception (see e.g. [59] for a classical overview). Such
maps are not only parameterized by retinotopic locations, but also 3D locations, or
even by other parameters such as orientation, retinal velocity, etc..
Both systems have to solve the same perceptual tasks and very likely make the
same kind of hypotheses about the observed surroundings: they share the same
models. It is thus a relevant challenge to elaborate common theorical tools in both
fields, considering neuro-science models and artificial vision algorithms.
Forward/Backward connections
In [40] the visual cortex is considered as a hierarchy of cortical levels with recipro-
cal extrinsic cortico-cortical connections among the constituent cortical areas [39].
The notion of a hierarchy depends upon a distinction between forward and back-
ward extrinsic connections. This distinction rests upon different laminar specificity
[98, 102].
In this context, forward connections are driving and backward connections are
modulatory, as suggested by reversible inactivation [103, 45] and functional neuro-
imaging [15]. In some paradigms, backward connections may also be functionally
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driving the signal if their latencies are shorter than forward connections between
distant cortical maps [110]. This fact is compatible with the present formalism.
More precisely, forward connections are concerned with the promulgation and
segregation of sensory information, consistent with: (i) their sparse axonal bifurca-
tion; (ii) patchy axonal terminations; and (iii) topographic projections. On the other
hand, backward connections are considered to have a role in mediating contextual
effects and in the co-ordination of processing channels, consistent with: (i) their
frequent bifurcation; (ii) diffuse axonal terminations; and (iii) non-topographic pro-
jections [102] (iv) slow time-constants.
Backward connections are more numerous and transcend more levels, e.g. the ra-
tio of forward efferent connections to backward afferents in the lateral geniculate
is about 1:10/20. Another example: there are backward connections from TE and
TEO to V1 but no monosynaptic connections from V1 to TE or TEO [102]. Back-
ward connections are more divergent than forward connections [131], one point in
a given cortical area will connect to a region 5-8mm in diameter in another. For
instance: the divergence region of a point in V5 (i.e. the region receiving backward
afferents from V5) may include thick and inter-stripes in V2, whereas its conver-
gence region (i.e. the region providing forward afferents to V5) is limited to the
thick stripes [131]. They are faster than direct lateral connections [84]. As a conse-
quence, forward connections preserve retinotopy in visual areas, whereas backward
connections do not [18].
This is summarized by [40] as reported in table 1.
Following [18], we must emphasize the fact that cortical visual processing re-
quires information to be exchanged between neurons coding for distant regions in
the visual field. Feedback connections from upper-layers are best candidates for
such interactions because magnocellular layers of the LGN very rapidly project a
“first-pass” information used to guide further processing in IT. One step further, [3]
demonstrate that the so called “horizontal connections” (i.e. within a cortical, e.g.
retinotopic, map) are not fast enough to account for such a transfer, considering the
known timings of information transfer [84].
More generally [40], feedback connections are essential when the relationship
between retinal inputs and the stimuli that generate them is not invertible. This is the
case for practically all situations of vision outside the laboratory because of the in-
teractions between the stimuli and the importance of the context for a given stimulus
[40]. In the work of Rao and Ballard [93], the way by which internal representa-
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Forward connections Backward connections
Sparse axonal bifurcations Abundant axonal bifurcation
Topographically organized Diffuse topography
Originate in supragranular layers Originate in bilaminar/infragranular layers
Terminate largely in layer 4 Terminate predominantly in supragranular layers
Postsynaptic effects through fast Modulatory afferents activate slow
AMPA (1.3-2.4 ms decay) and (50 ms decay) voltage-sensitive NMDA receptors
GABAA (6 ms decay) receptors
Forward connections are concerned with the
promulgation and
segregation of sensory information,
consistent with:
(i) their sparse axonal bifurcation;
(ii) patchy axonal terminations; and
(iii) topographic projections.
Backward connections are considered to have a role
in
mediating contextual effects and in
the co-ordination of processing channels,
consistent with:
(i) their frequent bifurcation;
(ii) diffuse axonal terminations; and
(iii) non-topographic projections [102]
(iv) slow time-constants.
Table 1: Forward/Backward connections connections main properties, from [40].
Postsynaptic/modulatory effect is a conjecture, so is assumptions on synapses mech-
anisms.
tions and incoming signals are combined is mainly subtractive : only differences
are transmitted to higher levels. However, all studies of feedback connections so far
[18] converge to conclude that feedback influences act to potentiate the responses
of neurons at lower levels. In our framework, this occurs by tuning the cortical map
parameters, formalized now.
The question here is to analyze such interactions when considering regulariza-
tion mechanisms, i.e. study how our model may be used considering several inter-
acting cortical maps.
The role of feedbacks: a few assumptions
The roles attributed to top-down influences are numerous [18]: feedback connec-
tions are thought to be involved in directing attention, in memory retrieval, in com-
paring internal models with sensory inputs, in combining global and local process-
ing. For instance:
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Where to process (low-level): simple cues allow to decide in which part of the
retinal map visual processing has to occur:
- a rough but fast edge detector may be used to determine which contrasted
areas have to analyzed [93],
- large scale orientation detector (smoothing, eliminating noise) may help to
tune further processing of visual cues (e.g. figure/background segmentation
[100]),
- low-level but efficient focus of attention towards close, mobile or textured
objects is derived from fast rotationally stabilized motion perception [122].
More generally, our capacity to dynamically focus our visual perception on a
relevant part of the visual scene and to quickly react to its modification, may
be related to feedback mechanism. One aspect of this capability (i.e. focus
of attention) has been studied in computer vision (e.g. [122, 93]) although
limited to low-level perception.
What to process (high-level): very fast object recognition, as experimented and
modelled by, e.g. [111, 110], allows a “model-based” processing of the vi-
sual information with the possibility to choose among memorized previous
processing modes, configurations of parameters tuned with respect to this
first recognition. This is also related to “focus of attention”, including con-
sciousness [17].
Holistic perception : naive introspection shows that we are able to almost instan-
taneously perform the grouping of local and even random tokens or attributes
(e.g. the dalmatian picture), yielding a global object perception [83]. This
includes “hallucinations” of 2D or 3D shapes from partial information (e.g.
the Kanizsa triangle) [50]. Holistic perception may be related to fast-brain
object labeling: feedbacks from what has been detected by this “1st stage”
may be the key feature of holistic perception [18].
Opportunism : One principle which seems to control all visual perception is that
“the end justifies the means”. This means that in order to elaborate our per-
cepts, our brain has an extraordinary capacity to combine several attributes
(color, texture, motion, stereo, etc..), but always choosing those well adapted
to a given context or to a given task [93]. This occurs dynamically and with-
out any conscious effort. Feedbacks in the visual cortex seems to be used
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to select the relevant attributes, given a task or context [40], as soon as this
state has been either detected or input to the system by higher “layers” of the
cortex or obtained from a priori information.
The Partial Differential Equation (PDE) approach
In computer vision, a relevant and efficient theory is now available regarding the
definition and computation of such maps of quantitative values (see e.g. [2] for a
didactic introduction to the “axiomatization” of this part of computer vision). This
formalism not only provides a clear indication of “what is to be done” (i.e. re-
quirements in order to have coherent and consistent definitions) but also of “how
to do it” since the theory is effective in the sense that efficient implementations
may be derived (see e.g. [4] for a recent treatise on this subject). The “what is
to be done” level is formalized in terms of a criterion to minimize and the “how
to do it” level is related to the so-called Euler-Lagrange equations which allow the
improvement of an initial guess of the solution to get closer to the optimal solu-
tion. At a technical level, as revisited in this paper, these quantities are efficiently
computed using implementations of partial differential equations which define regu-
larization processes allowing to obtain well-defined estimations of these quantities.
This powerful methodology is also very general in the sense that a large variety of
computational problems are solvable within this framework (see, e.g., [31, 30] for
a review).
A step further, PDE calculations regularize their input, i.e. provide a well-
defined and stable estimation even in the case of noisy or partially defined data.
Thanks to this property these algorithms have performances closer to those of bio-
logical systems than those of usual artificial neuronal networks.
Building a link between PDE and NN
In biological vision modeling, the situation is dominated by the idea that “cortical
maps code vector parametric quantities are computed by networks of neurons” (e.g.
[47] for a recent review). Such models allow to analyze in details the biological
substrate of such computations (e.g. [33]), in other words to propose interesting
hypotheses about “how it is done”. Although these approaches already bring a good
understanding of what is processed in important areas of the brain, and allow the
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development of computer simulations [48],there is no clear link with the computer
vision algorithms mentioned before.
Establishing such a link would indeed entail two major advantages, by providing
1) a methodology to relate the “what is to be done” and the “how to do it” levels and
2) a very general computational framework for such calculations. This link would
furthermore provide a “common framework” between computational and biological
vision in order to develop common models and biologically plausible algorithms.
However, building such a connection is not obvious because there is yet no clear un-
derstanding of how such complex differential nonlinear methods could correspond
to neuronal mechanisms although the question has already been raised [34, 90, 66].
Implementing PDE as NN
In order to build this link, we must have a set of tools for the implementation of
the set of PDEs which are commonly met in Computer Vision with networks of
neuronal units. It will appear clearly in the sequel that the difficult point is the
anisotropic diffusion operators implementation. Concretely, such mechanisms must
integrate the information in a bounded neighborhood so that the cooperation be-
tween these units allows a global computation of the quantitative map. Furthermore,
to be biologically plausible, such mechanisms must be based on simple local linear
feedback [33, 47]. In other words, we must provide a “particle implementation” of
such numerical computations. Such a method, used in fluid dynamics computation
has been introduced by Leonard [68] followed by Raviat and Mas-Gallic [96] and
developed by Degond and Mas-Gallic [28]. It is based on an integral approximation
of the diffusion operator used in the regularization mechanism.
The goal of this work is to describe how cthe set of PDEs which are commonly
met in Computer Vision can be implemented using biologically plausible networks
of neuronal units.
From regularization to neuronal networks.
As reviewed in the appendix, the regularization mechanisms discussed here are im-
plemented via a PDE of the form:
 
 
	   (1)
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the key problem being the implementation of the diffusion operator
 
(the other
terms     corresponds to a simple punctual linear operation).
Integral form of the diffusion operators. Let us expand the righthand side of
(12) as follows8    div 	

       div 

    
Tr 	
   (2)
The divergence of a square matrix  of size  is the vector of size  whose  th
component is the divergence of the  th row vector of  .
Considering the Dirac distribution 	  (see [106] for an introduction) we may
formally write
 

       "!    #
where  represents the convolution.
From this follows
div 	
      div 
     $      div 	
         #
and
Tr 
 %    Tr 
 %"!      Tr 	
 &!     '
Note that div 
  (   and Tr 	
 )"!  are first and second order differential opera-
tors:
div 	
      +*-, div 
  /. *    10 * #
and
Tr 
 %"!    * 2 3 4
* 3
   65  70 *  10 3
We can now rewrite (2) as,   . 
   98 
     ;:=<+>  98 
  	 @?     ? BA ? #
8Using the relation div CEDFHG1IJC div DKGMLNFPO Tr CEDRQ$FHG , where D is a matrix and F a vector.
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where: 8 
    * , div 
   . *    10 *   * 2 3 4
* 3
   65  70 *  10 3
In words, there is a direct mathematical and canonical link between a differential
and an integral operator.
It verifies the conservation property:
: < >  	 BA    (3)
in coherence with the physical law of conservation property for diffusion processes.
In words, we want to balance the

values in the information diffusion process,
i.e. guaranty that if we reduce the value at one location it will increase elsewhere
accordingly, as in a fluid which particles are neither created nor deleted. This guar-
antees the stability of the numerical computations.
Furthermore, this is a “punctual” integral operator in the sense its magnitude is
zero except at  . Considering a quadratic semi-norm (i.e. its variance or inertia), it
writes: : < >	 2 
 8
* 3 	 @?  5 A ?   (4)
where  	 #  is a ball around  of radius  , which can be as small as possible,
but must be excluded, in order (4) to be well-defined because the product of two
distributions is not necessarily a distribution.
Optimal approximation of the diffusion operators. It is not possible in practice
to implement the “punctual” operator
 
because what is given, in the real world,
is a set of “samples”.
More precisely, we have to consider a set of “measures”, defined as integral
values of the continuous function over the measurement sensor receptive field. Fur-
thermore, since numerical values contains uncertainties, it is a reasonable choice to
“average” several values in order to smooth these uncertainties.
This legitimates the fact, at that the implementation level, a differential operator
is approximated using an integral operator.
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Based on this remark and following [96, 28, 120], we approximate the differen-
tial operator by an integral operator of the form:,    	 /. *   3  : < > 8
* 3 	 # ?   3  ? BA ? 8* 3     3    (5)
with 8 * 3     <+> 8 * 3   # ? BA ?
For such an approximation to be well-defined9, the integral must be convergent.
Here, to obtain this property, we assume that
8    # ?  has a bounded support 	 ,
included in a ball 
 	 #  of radius   , i.e. 	
P	 #  .
The 2nd term allows to verifies the conservation property, as soon as the kernel
average is symmetric, i.e.
: 8 * 3   # ? BA   : 8 * 3  ? #  BA  (6)
as derived in [120]. Such kernel are not necessarily symmetric.
It appears as an operator which computes a weighted mean value around  mi-
nus the balanced value at  .
It is easy to verify that, if
8 * 3   # ?   8 * 3 	  ?  then ,     . *  ,  . * and
the “exact” operator
 
is a particular case of the “approximate” operator
   
.
Requiring,
8 * 3 to be around each point  as closed as possible to the “exact”
operator
8 * 3 , we formalize this proximity by the following quadratic criterion:
min  :  8 * 3 	 # ?  5 A  A ? (7)
In words, we use a maximal amount of information close to the point: the “sharpest”
the operator, the best.
It is easily shown [120] that minimizing (7) is equivalent to choose
8 * 3 	 # ?  as
close as possible to “exact” operator
8 * 3 	 @?  for a quadratic distance, related to
the semi-norm specified in (4).
9In addition, this operator must belong to a well-defined functional space. Here following [28]
again, we consider a subset of the distributions: the Sobolev function space  PC "!1G . In fact, we
are going to obtain solutions which are ordinary differentiable functions, so that it is only a formal
point.
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In order to relate the differential operator
 
with its integral approximation   
. We identify
  
with the Taylor expansion of
   
at some order   [121],
yielding a bound on the error for our approximation, as a function of    i.e.:
          2   	     2 
          2 
for a fixed constant  , since 	   	 #  . This, for a covering of the parameter
space by supports 	   	 #  organized in some mesh, allows to conclude that
lim          and lim          for small  : in words, this approxi-
mation is consistent, with respect to the sampling and the Taylor expansion.
Integral approximation of a diffusion operator as a NN. In [120] with a formu-
lation similar to the present one, the integral approximation kernel has been defined
using rational functions, i.e. ratio of polynomials, yielding the possibility to defined
“poles” but with the risk of numerical instabilities. We consider that, in terms of
biological plausibility10, we must define such approximation without “divisions”,
avoiding the risk of considering huge values whereas neuronal information has a
limited range and using an operation which is not a direct biologically plausible
operation.
In fact, we simply assume that a neuron code a value at a given point  of the
cortical map. Values at other points are set to zero, yielding:8 * 3   # ?    8 * 3 	   # ?   
where  are the neuron localization in the NN map, while B  # ?  is the vector  
Dirac distribution. This sampling model, related to a so called “particle process”
[28], assumes that each unit computes a discrete set of map values. It is often used
in the absence of a priori geometric knowledge on the unit distribution, which is
the case for neuronal units. In comparison, in [120], for camera images processing,
the sampling model of the continuous equation is based onto a simple but different
model, where each unit represents an “average value” around its location which
corresponds to the pixelic image formation. A perspective of this work is to consider
such alternatives.
10See e.g. [16] for details about the biological plausibility of linear and multiplicative computa-
tional steps, including motion detection and short-term memory, while [129] focuses on the biologi-
cally plausible implementation of nonlinear operation such as minimum computation or comparisons
between inputs.
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Here, equation (1), is now of the form:  
*

        3


*
3 	  3   3        8 
* 3  3    (8)
and using a, say, Euler iterative scheme of the form
 
             	    
for sufficiently small
 
allows the convergence of this 1st order minimization al-
gorithm towards the criterion minimum.
The implementation of (8) has the same architecture and is not more complex
than any other neuronal networks NN, including Hopfield networks. Contrary to
this basic model, which assumes the symmetry of the weights (
8    8  ) and
the absence of reflexivity (
8    ) we have introduced here weaker assumptions:
average symmetry (   8     8  ) and conservation property, but the real dif-
ference is that these assumptions are by construction, always verified and do not
introduce additional constraints.
The implementation proposed in (8) allows to consider this computation as a
biological plausible mechanism. See e.g. [16] for details about the biological plau-
sibility of linear and multiplicative computational steps.
At a higher scale, in the cortex, the “neuronal unit” is a cortical hyper-column.
Our model is thus to be mapped onto usual computational model of cortical columns
processes (see [20] for a treatise on the subject), as already proposed by [66]. Such
a “processing unit” [59] is discussed in e.g. [90]. Such cortical column architecture
is represented in Fig. 5.
Figure 5: Schematic description of a cortical column, from [20].
We propose to consider the link between the neuronal computation architecture
and the structure of a cortical columns as follows:
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- extra cortical input or intra-cortical input from previous layers (layers IV of the
cortex) correspond to the input variable  ,
- extra cortical or backward intra-cortical output (layers V of the cortex) corre-
spond to the output the computed variable

,
- local intra cortical connections (layers II/III of the cortex) correspond to inter-
parameters interaction, i.e. forward inputs to define  and  , thus 8 ,
- backward intra cortical connections (layers I of the cortex) correspond to inter-
parameter interactions, i.e. backward inputs to define  and  , thus 8 ,
- internal connections correspond to the local diffusion mechanism, i.e. correspond
to the integration over the operator variable.
Learning the NN weights in this framework. Given a cortical map computation
unit, as proposed in (8), parameterized by  and  thus    A  	  , the next step
is to describe how to derive
8
. In other words, we have to explain how to proceed
to “what is to be done” as stated in (10) to “how to do it” as stated in (8).
Minimizing the quadratic criterion (7) with the linear constraints [C0] [C2] [C1]
and (6) yields the following convex quadratic problem, for a given  , with a unique
generic solution obvious to derive:
min

  8 
* 3  5 with  #   8 
* 3     
	         

* 3       
      * 3         8  * 3   8 * 3
(9)
For a given  , writing     #   and 8 * 3 the vector indexed by  , (9) writes:
min   8  5 with  8 
where          
 * 3        
 * 3        is the problem input, while the coeffi-
cients of the matrix  are constant and either of the form      
	 or in   #  # 
as directly derived from (9). This matrix  only depends on the map geometry, nei-
ther on its input nor on its values.
This compact form allows to write, in the general case, the explicit solution:
8        with  8  5     5  !" $#&% (see [123] for a derivation and a
complete discussion). The key pointis that this solution is easily calculable using an
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iterative learning rule of the form: 8 
   8  
which converges11 as soon as
 
verifies
    5     5  "  with        8    , i.e. as soon as     is small enough and   in the direction of  (i.e.      ).
When    we obtain 8  8 and the iteration stops. The vector  is easily
computed as a linear combination of the input  and the estimate 8 and the end of
the iteration easily detected when    .
Since this learning rule is still valid for approximate values of
 
, biological
networks can thus easily implement this rule. This kind of linear learning rule is a
particular case of Hebbian learning rule (see [33, 94] for an experimental discussion
and [42] for a theoretical development).
What is interesting here, is that the present formalism is related to a tuning
mechanism simple enough to be mapped on existing model of biological neuronal
networks. More precisely, this derivation is in coherence with [129] who focus on
the biologically plausible implementation of nonlinear operation such as minimum
computation or comparisons between inputs.
However, at this level of description, how the cortical map parameters are learned
is an open question, not addressed here.
Formalizing the interaction between different cortical maps
Let us now consider, from (10), the definition of several cortical maps, indexed by , i.e.:
 
   	  
 
 with 
 
   :   
   
  5          

 
  5         
11This fact is obvious, considering the minimization of     !#"$! with:%  &('  ) 
 ! " ! I  *&#  ! " ! ,+.-0/ O 1  +2   ! " !
this convex quadratic criterion being minimum iff  I  . From the previous equation,    &('     !#"$!43    *&2)5  !2"! iff +.-0/76    +8  !2"! so that this bounded criterion decreases as soon
as the condition is verified.
The condition +.-0/,6 %  +8  ! " ! implies that +.-0/,649 , i.e. that + and / are in the same direction
(but not necessary aligned). A step further, let us write :@I +<; +2  . For a fixed : , as soon as  +2  3>= : -0/?; :    ! " ! the condition is verified. Therefore, as soon as   +8  is small enough and+.-0/@6A9 the convergence is obtained.
Finally the gradient of this quadratic criterion is precisely equal to / : as a consequence / I 9B I  .
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writing
         
 #     all cortical maps values and   
 a sub-vector of    which
does not contains
 
 . This vector corresponds to the backward connections onto the
map of index  . A spatial smoothing operator 	 has been introduced, to take into
account the fact that backward connections are divergent, as discussed previously.
A rectification function    has also been introduced, e.g.        0   #   to
take into account the fact that only positive quantities is output by cortical maps, as
discussed previously. More generally, authors consider profiles of the form             , where     if    then  else  is the Heaviside function and    
a strictly increasing positive function in   with              (e.g.        	
for some
   , [107]), so that          	      , as the reader can easily verify.
At this level, there is no need to further specify    .
Here, each cortical map value can tune the other map computations, modifying
the parameters  
 and 
 , as made explicit in the previous equation. The key point
is that such interactions are constrained:
(i) cortical value are “averaged”, i.e. smoothed in space, before influencing the
cortical map parameters,
(ii) a cortical map value does not modify its own parameters,
(iii) a feed-forward connection from a cortical map of index  to a cortical map
of index 
 corresponds to the fact that 

    
  and define a lattice (no loops
between forward connections).
These constraints correspond to what has been observed in the cortex, as reviewed
previously. They are fundamental in the following development.
Forward connections define a lattice of cortical maps and we can say a map of
index  3 is “after another” map of index   , say  3   , iff  
	 %     
  for a
sequence of indexes   ' '  3 , defining a feed-forward connection. Our understanding
of the cortical maps interactions is that this graph has no cycle: we can not have   for some  . Furthermore, with such an acyclic connections and in the absence
of backward connections, the final result is easy to predict: given some inputs, each
iterative computation in a cortical map yield a stable result and from upstream to
downstream this stable result propagates. This is the case for very fast brain com-
putation [110] where, due to very short latencies, only feed-forward computations
occur.
The situation is very different when backward connections interact: several cri-
teria are to be minimized simultaneously, yielding a apparently very complex dy-
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namical system, with the risk of interferences, oscillations, chaotic behavior, etc..
What is the result of such interactions is also to clarify.
The proposed solution of this problem is based on the following fact [121] :
minimizing,
  the criteria 
 
 with respect to  

is equivalent to minimize with respect to
 
, in the general case:

     
    
 
 
 
   
 

writing
 
       
 . Here,     is a     positive strictly increasing profile
with       ,         ,        and 	
              . For instance
       	 with    .
This criterion provides a view of what is a common objective for the different
cortical maps computations.
As a consequence: minimizing each criterion without considering the other cri-
teria and parameters also decreases the common criterion, thanks to the biolog-
ically driven assumptions: (i) space smoothing in backward connections, (ii/iii)
forward connections graph being a lattice.
This is a crucial fact, because this also means that minimizing each criterion is
a convergent process, since it corresponds to a common criterion minimization. As
a consequence, we have a formal verification that feedback links in our framework
and with the proposed assumptions yields a well-defined process.
More than that, the previous derivation also describes qualitatively how interac-
tions between different cortical maps occurs:
- backward connections have a constant influence in the sense that they can very
rapidly tune the processing of a cortical map but do not interfere with the conver-
gence inside a such a map, they propagate information between the cortical maps,
in a stable way; very fast propagation can occur in “one step”, i.e. without inducing
transient effects
- forward connections act as a “data propagation” though the related lattice and may
induce transient effects on downstream layers,
- if a cortical map input is changed (because the cortex inputs vary dynamically) the
overall process is still convergent.
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Appendix: Using anisotropic diffusion operators.
Let us briefly revisit the computer vision partial differential equation methodology
in the case of Euclidean vector maps (how it can be generalized to non-Euclidean
cortical maps12 computations and how a general class of nonlinear diffusion opera-
tors are implemented within the present frameworks is discussed elsewhere [120]).
The goal of this section is to introduce this approach and point out to where the key
problem is in terms of biological plausibility.
Here, as required in some situations (e.g. [2, 30, 56]), we consider functions
whose values are not scalars but vectors.
Defining a cortical map function from a criterion. Let us consider a vector
map:         '
from a bounded open set

of   into   .  belongs to a set  of admissible
functions. Generally speaking  is a dense linear subset of a Hilbert space  , the
scalar product of which is denoted by   #  	 .     is a “reference” function related
to an input or measure 
 	  , as shown in Fig. 6.
   computation
m
maph(m) h
map input map output
transformation
optional input
, L
map parameters
Figure 6: Input/output scheme of regularization process, see text for details.
12Generalization from  ! to nonlinear manifolds is also to be considered because cortical maps
are intrinsically “curved space” with the fact that parametric spaces of dimension  = (e.g. the
visual areas which code retinal localization, edges orientation, binocular disparity, color .. in a
“interlaced” way) are represented onto cortical maps. This must be represented by a nonlinear space
with a variable metric, i.e. a Riemannian manifold (see e.g. [90] for an extended discussion).
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In order to define this map, we consider the following optimization problem (as
discussed e.g. in [30]):
     *     
K   with 
      :      5   
input
         
regularization
(10)
where J   is the first order derivative of the function  , i.e. its 	  Jacobian
matrix,
 
is a positive definite quadratic form which can be written in terms of the
gradients the components of

as
  
 
          
 2  
  
   
   #
and      5              '
In words, the specification of this map of values corresponds to an “objective” or a
“criterion” to attain. This criterion is built from two terms:
(i) the input term, related to the data input
(i.e. looking for a solution as compatible as possible with the input) and
(ii) the regularization term, related to the a priori information
(i.e. looking for a solution with plausible properties: here which variation is minimal).
Regarding the term related to the input :
• The function         2      #  # 
   #    #  , where   is
the set of square symmetric positive definite matrixes of size  , defines a so
called, measurement information metric.
This metric allows to represent:
(i) the precision of the input function: the higher this precision in a given di-
rection, the higher the value of  in this direction (in a statistical framework, corresponds to the inverse of a covariance matrix)
(ii) partial observations: if the input function  	  is only defined in some
directions, it corresponds to a matrix  definite only in these directions (for
instance, if     is only defined in the direction  at a given location we write    for some  ),
(iii) missing data: if the input function     is not defined for some  , we
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simply have to state    at this location; more generally it represents:
(iv) linear relations between some measures 
 and the parameter estimation
, say     
 , which is obviously equivalent to require      5  
with        and      
 (see e.g. [123] for a development).
On the other hand, regarding the term related to “regularization”:
• The functions  
          2      , where   is the set of square
symmetric matrixes define, so called, diffusion tensor  , which is :
- symmetric i.e.  
     
 and
- “positive” i.e. so that
         #        
  * 3  
*
  

* 3   3  
in order the previous definition to be coherent. It defines the profile of this
regularization.
Thanks to the regularization term


  5
, since the variation of

is mini-
mized, a “smoothed” but also well-defined version of

is obtained [112].
(a) When the problem is ill-posed, i.e. if there are many (and usually numer-
ically unstable) solutions, the key idea is to choose the solution which vari-
ations are minimized: this defines a unique solution but also a well-defined
solution.
(b) When the input function is partially or approximately defined at some
points, as discussed previously, the value at such a point is defined using
information “around” which diffuses (as discussed now) from well-defined
values to undefined or ill-defined values.
Regularization as a diffusion mechanism. Our criterion 
 being regular, its first
variation13 at
   in the direction    is defined by (see, e.g., [24]) 
K    		

   
K       
K  
If the mapping   
K   is linear and continuous, the Riesz representation
theorem [36] guarantees the existence of a unique vector, denoted by

 
K   , and
called the gradient of 
 , which satisfies the equality 
K       
    #   
13Also called its Gâteauxd derivative.
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for every    . The gradient depends on the choice of the scalar product   #   
though, a fact which explains our notation. If a minimizer
  
of 
 exists, then the
set of equations  
K     must hold for every    , which is equivalent to  
K     . These equations are called the Euler-Lagrange equations associated
with the energy fucntional 
 . Here (see e.g. [120]), (10) is minimal only if:
 
K      
            (11)
with a so-called diffusion term:,  . 
  , div         . 
  div     

  
(12)
This equation simply states that, at an extremum, the criterion is locally “flat” i.e.
its 1st order variation vanishes.
The term of diffusion
 
allows to “propagate” some information about

from one point  to another, because it depends on the variation of  at  i.e. on
what happens “around”  .
Clearly, without the term of diffusion, the solution is
   .
Obviously, at the implementation level, the key problem is the calculation of  
.
In order to solve (11) which corresponds to the gradient of the criterion (10) a
1st order gradient descent is usually proposed14. Given an initial estimate
    ,
a time-dependent differentiable function, also noted

, from the interval
,  #   ,
into  is computed as the solution of the following initial value problem: A A      
              '       
It leads to a local minimum of the criterion, when iteratively computed using, e.g.
an Euler rule of the form:
 
       A A  .
14About 1st order scheme convergence. The partial differentiation rule is written  & I
	  & . Considering  & I  
	 as in (1) yields  & I      	   3 9 so that the crite-rion is strictly decreasing. Since 	  9 it is also bounded and thus converges towards a minimal
value. At this local or global minimum     	   I 9 so that 	 is stationary. In fact, the gradient
magnitude smoothly decreases with time. In practice, convergence is detected as soon as the gradient
is below a given numerical threshold, which always occurs in finite time.
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Here, since the related quadratic criterion is convex, calculating the local par-
tial differential equation (1) at each point leads to the global minimization of the
criterion (10).
Relation with linear filtering. The present mechanism is easily related to a linear
filtering operator in the case where  and  are constant. In this particular case,
(11) is now a linear differential equation with constant coefficients.
If we consider the Fourier transform 
,    /.      of the quantities in (11),
using the explicit form given in (12), it is straightforward to obtain in the Fourier
domain:
       2         with   2      ,  * 3   
   

* 3  
   .    (13)
so that we finally obtain the convolution:
 	     2  	    	  .
From (13), it is visible that the corresponding linear filter is defined by the  5 
 5  	      coefficients of  and  (the former being a general    matrix,
the latter being a symmetric tensor). From obvious linear algebra in the general
case,
  2     is a rational fraction with a denominator of degree less than   and
a numerator of degree less than $    . This corresponds to rather general filters,
although not all linear filters can be defined from such a formula.
A step ahead, as shown in [114], if  is constant and if  is negligible,   2 
corresponds, at a given time

of the diffusion process defined in (1) to an oriented
Gaussian kernel:
  2  	       	    
  " #&%  
However, in both cases, defining the problem from (10) is more informative
than defining a filter, since we formally define what is the “objective”. Further-
more, implementing it using (1) is much more efficient than explicitly computing a
convolution at each point.
A step ahead, if  and  are not constant, the present framework allows to
define complex input/output relationships between  and  which are more general
than what is obtained by a linear filter, introducing some “coupling” between each
local convolution. This is also called bilateral filtering [4].
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Introducing nonlinear diffusion operators. Let us now review how nonlinear
regularization profiles influence this diffusion of information. More precisely, we
consider for this section:
     ,    :       5      
           2    
with,  2   . 
  div       
              div        
      
   	 '
Using standard differential calculus15, the righthand side is equal to twice 
 
            
     
           
    div    
     '
The term

  
   is given by
        
 2 
      
    
 #
and16         
  
    
  
  
 % 
     
    
 #    #
where
 
 #  are the Hessians of  
 and   and 
  is the derivative of the matrix
  . Hence we have
        

   
 
 
  
 
  
   
   
 
    
 #  
   


 2  2 
  
  
   
 )     
    
 
   
  
      
     
 #        #   
  
This corresponds to a large number of regularization mechanisms (see e.g. [113]
for a recent review).
15The fact that div C6G7I   L O div  .
16Using the fact that
 C : L7G1IJCEQ :6G	 ORC Q7G : .
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In the case where    A       so that            5 and 
   %
    A     ,
we have

  
        
and 

,  2   . 
          5    
            5    
     

(14)
If we assume further that
       5             5  things simplify even fur-
ther: ,  2   . 
  div    
    
  5   

and the resulting equations are decoupled:,  2   . 
    
    
  5    
     
 

     
  5    
  5 
  
  
 # (15)
where
 
  
	  	   .In such a case, we obtain:
(i) a term related to
  
which corresponds to an isotropic diffusion (here

 
 is the
Laplacian of the  -th component of  ) and
(ii) a term related to
   
which corresponds to an anisotropic diffusion process in
the direction  of the gradient.
Furthermore, in this case all components
 
 of  are decoupled.
A natural requirement [2, 31] is to:
(

) obtain isotropic diffusion for small gradient magnitude because we want to max-
imize the propagation of information in uniform (thus information less) parts of the
parametric space and
(  ) cancel the propagation of information for high gradient magnitudes in the di-
rection of the gradient in order to preserve large (thus significant) variations of the
input function.
In other words, we want to eliminate small, thus likely noisy, variations of the
parametric map, but preserve large variations. This is the case, e.g. of
      
and several other profiles, as reviewed in [4].
Regarding linear regularization, would it be possible to obtain the same property
but preserving the linearity of the diffusion equation? Thanks to what has been
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derived in e.g. [81] (regarding the estimation of image motion) there is a positive
answer to this question.
Following [81], let us consider the initial or previous estimation
 

of


:
either the input function  or the estimation obtained by previous steps of the iter-
ative process. In other words, we feedback the previous estimation
 

to obtain an
improved estimate.
With this specification, (14) writes:,   .  *       *           *   5  *   * 
	            (16)
with
 
 
 
  
 
 
,
     
 
  
and
        
 
 
, while:
           and                     5 (17)
We may even choose a more general form for
     or     , as soon as:
lim           and lim           .
As reviewed in [2, 4], when considering a nonlinear profile, at the implemen-
tation level, a similar linear approximation is always used. It is thus useless to
consider nonlinear profiles
    at the implementation level: anisotropic linear dif-
fusion is sufficient.
Thanks to this derivation, we also obtain a suitable form of the tensor  , defined
from (16) and eventually (17).
A step further, as discussed in [121] the same mechanism is generalizable to the
computation of harmonic maps on Riemannian manifold: for a differentiable map     where  is a Riemannian manifold of dimension  which metric is
written  , we may consider the energy density of the function:

        5  
       	    	        
and the function energy:      
      A 0 ! ' '  A 0 
which related Euler equation is: 
*
 
  " #       

 %$     
   '&
*
             
where & )(  5       * ,+-  * - +   .*  - +  is the Christoffel symbols of the metric .
Solutions to these equations are called harmonic maps.
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If
  	  with its standard metric we obtain the geodesic curves of  as solu-
tions, while if     we re-obtain the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Intrinsically,
this equation means
     
   A     where A  is the differential of  [63].
Although out of the scope of the present study, it will be an interesting perspec-
tive of the present work to generalize what will be developed in the sequel to this
kind of equations, the key problem being to choose a relevant linearization of the
nonlinear term  
     &
*
       .    .  , e.g. to consider: 
 * 3   

  * 3
and 
 * 3   
 " #       

   5   
    &
*
 3          
 
   &
*
3             * 3
where
 

is a previous estimation of

, as discussed when deriving (16).
We will not further develop this point here, but simply wanted to point out such a
perspective of the present approach: generalization from   to nonlinear manifolds
is also to be considered because cortical maps are intrinsically “curved space” with
the fact that parametric spaces of dimension    (e.g. the visual areas which code
retinal localization, edges orientation, binocular disparity, color .. in a “interlaced”
way) are represented onto cortical maps. This must be represented by a nonlinear
space with a variable metric, i.e. a Riemannian manifold (see e.g. [90] for an
extended discussion).
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Appendix: a view of the Friston framework
Let us briefly review the formalism proposed in [40] with the simple goal to show
the direct link with the proposed PDE approach.
Starting with trivial “universal” scheme of an input/output system:
v
causes measurable inputs
u
internal
   state
x
the world to percieved is considered as a deterministic dynamical system : 0    0 #    0           0  (18)
the goal of the perception for the brain being to to find “causes”   from inputs
. Here inputs are not the external signals (light) but the neuronal information
input in the cortical map. The variable
0
is the “hidden” deterministic system state,
including the system memory.
As a first step, in (18), we can eliminate (in fact “integrate”) the influence of
0
:
we directly relate the input
     #   to the recent history of the causes   , using
the following Fliess expansion:
     :             BA 
   
influence from previous causes
 :  :  5 	 #                  BA  A  
   
modulatory influence between causes
 ' '
(19)
i.e. we parameterize this causal relationship with parameter:
                 5                    
      
defining Volterra kernels. Here   	  defines the cause/input relationship while 5 	 #    defines the correlations between different causes.
Using a Baysian apporach, let us find the “maximally probable” estimation of
the causes   , knowing the input  (maximal likehood):
max   	  !         max  "#$  	  %!          	  %!        	  %!       
don’t care
&'
(
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and let us introduce two functions of
• Expectation:       #    which “infers” the causes from the given inputs
(which is parameterized by forward connections
 
)
• estiMation:
      #   which ‘predicts” the input from “a priori” causes
(which is parameterized by backward connections  )
yielding:
max   	  !          	  !     
Conditional information A priori information
 tuning        #     tuning         #   
max   	  !      #          	  !     #    
Estimation Expectation
the inference being coherent iff :
       #    #   as schematized here:
This means that causes are estimated here using a expectation-minimization al-
gorithm, defining a specific role to forward/backward connections.
A step further, let us choose a probability model, with two assumptions
Additive error, i.e.
     #    
Gibb’s potential !     
     2  
e.g. using an exponential probality distribution:
  #    	                 
including Gaussian, Poisson, binomial, uniform, .. laws. The maximal likehood
approach corresponds now to the combined minimization of two criteria:
min 
        #   #  min            #    #   #	  (20)
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Here the probablity parameter  is “expectated” with   , i.e. is estimated by forward
connections.
The convergence is “guaranteed” towards a sub-optimal (local minimum) solu-
tion if the related are not convex, and towards the global minimum otherwise.
One key property is related to the combination of cortical map, modeled within
this framework, as illustrated here:
from [40]
when combining several cortical maps, the Baysian framework provides imme-
diatly a formalization of the whole system behavior.
In our framework, (20) criteria are minimized using a quadratic formulation
(introducing Riemanian metrics if required):
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yielding to a PDE of the form:
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 as discussed in this section.
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3 Feedbacks in Hebbian learning mechanisms R. Guyon-
neau
Hebbian learning denotes a class of processes that modify the synapses strength de-
pending on the spiking activity of the corresponding neuron. Since neural activity
emerges from the interaction of the organism with its environment, it follows that
sensory experience has an important role in refining synaptic connections; thus the
belief that Hebbian learning constitues the neural correlates of learning, memory,
adaptation... Here, we will report experimental proofs of long-term modifications
and the theoretical considerations and shortcomings they suggest for rate-based the-
ories. This will lead us to introduce recent experimental findings on spike-timing-
dependent plasticity (STDP), a new local learning rule that essentially favors the
first-spike times in shaping a neuron s selectivity. The implication of STDP in
defining feedback connections in the visual system is to be considered in future
work.
When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and re-
peatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or
metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that A’s effi-
ciency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased.
[ D. Hebb, The organisation of behaviour, p.62, 1949]
Long-term modifications in the brain
An intuition at first, activity-dependent synaptic modifications, as suggested by
Donald Hebb, received support from experiments exploring the long-term poten-
tiation (LTP), Hebbian in essence, and its unforeseen, anti-Hebbian counterpart:
long-term depression (LTD)17
LTP denotes an enduring (  1 hour) increase in synaptic efficacy that results
from highfrequency stimulation of an afferent (input) pathway. Bliss and Lomo first
17The underlying cellular basis of activity-dependent synaptic plasticity is the subject of rich ex-
perimental investigations. For instance, both LTP and LTD seem to critically involve the postsynap-
tic concentration of calcium ions. However, in the present report, we will only mention biophysical
mechanisms scarcely and instead focus on the effects of Hebbian learning at the system level, its
impact on neurons and networks on a theoretical ground.
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described it in the anesthesized rabbit hippocampus in vivo: brief high-frequency
electrical stimulus, i.e. a few seconds at 100 Hz, evoked an increase in synaptic
efficacy that lasted for days to weeks ([13]; see Figure 7A). Since then, LTP has
been reported for excitatory synapses throughout the brain (reviewed in [9, 64] for
an example in the visual system).
On the other hand, LTD stands for a decrease in synaptic weight, caused by
lowfrequency stimulation (typically 1-3 Hz; see Figure 7B). Interestingly, homosy-
naptic LTD depression that happens on the synapse being stimulated - can occur
at the same synapses that support LTP and vice-versa ([32, 80, 57]). Synapses can
thus be assumed to be bidirectionally modifiable. Hence, how does activity interact
with changes in synaptic efficacy? Based on the properties of homosynaptic LTP
and LTD, a simple learning rule can be formulated as follows: active synapses are
potentiated when their activity consistently correlates with a postsynaptic response
greater than some threshold value,     , and are depressed when their activity cor-
relates with a response less than     but greater than some lower threshold,    
(Figure 7C).
Figure 7: Long-term modifications Normalized average (

SEM) of experiments
in which 900 pulses were delivered at different frequencies. Each point represents
measures of the initial slope of the population EPSP. (A) 50 Hz Long-term potenti-
ation (LTP) of the stimulated synapse. (B) 3 Hz Long-term depression (LTD) of the
stimulated synapse (taken from [32]). (C) A synaptic learning rule based on data
such as in A and B.
Theoretical implications for rate-based theories
Clearly, long-term modifications of synaptic connections appear to depend on fir-
ing rates. A basic synaptic learning rule based on LTP, when considered under the
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scope of rate-based theories, is sensitive to the spatial correlations in the input [42].
Nonetheless, the absence of an explicit LTD mechanism can be pointed out: synap-
tic depression is indeed simulated by a weight decay, which happens at a much
shorter timescale than long-term depression.
When taking LTD into account, the synaptic learning rule (Figure 7C) is very
similar to a class of synaptic modification algorithms introduced by Cooper and col-
leagues [23]: here the LTP threshold is the modification threshold   and the LTD
threshold a post-synaptic response of zero that corresponds to the mean response
of uncorrelated inputs. They showed that this rule leads to the development of dis-
tributed input-selective postsynaptic responses in a simple artificial neural network.
Activity-based synaptic modifications also inspired various correlation-based
rules, where both the Hebbian ( neurons that fire together wire together ) and anti-
Hebbian ( neurons that fire out of sync lose their link ) components can be found.
While these studies differ in assumptions, about network architecture for example,
and details such as the relationship between pre- and postsynaptic activity, they do
account for some aspects of cerebral development, particularly in the visual system
and notably for ocular dominance columns development (e.g. [125, 12, 78, 8]).
Limits of the original Hebb postulate
The Hebb postulate as such - increasing synaptic strength in response to activity -
is a positive feedback process. The activity that modifies synapses is reinforced by
Hebbian plasticity, which leads to more activity and further modification: if neuron
A makes neuron B fire, then the connection between A and B is strengthened; thus,
neuron A becomes more likely to make neuron B fire; their connection becomes
strengthened again, and again, and again. Without appropriate adjustments of the
synaptic plasticity rules or the imposition of constraints, Hebbian modification tends
to produce uncontrolled growth of synaptic strengths.
The easiest way to control synaptic strengthening is to bound the values that a
synaptic weight can take. Putting an upper limit is biologically supported: one can
easily imagine that the presynaptic terminal, where the amount of readily releasable
vesicles determines the synapse strength, has a finite capacity. As for a lower limit,
plasticity processes do not change an excitatory synapse into an inhibitory synapse
and vice-versa. The synaptic saturation constraint thus imposes that all synaptic
weights must lie between 0 and a maximal, constant value,     .
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But uncontrolled growth is not the only problem associated with Hebbian plas-
ticity. Under this paradigm, synapses are assumed to be modified independantly,
which can have deleterious consequences for learning: all the synaptic weights
could be driven to their maximum allowed values, causing the post-synaptic neuron
to lose selectivity to different input patterns. The development of input selectiv-
ity through Hebbian learning would thus require a second principle: competition
between synapses, so that some weaken when others become strong [53, 77].
Which neural mechanism could implement such a mechanism? Very little is
known experimentally about it, but one simple way to achieve this would be through
a global intracellular signal acting as a mirror of many synapses state. Although not
biophysically realistic, this idea inspired many models of Hebbian learning [79, 42]
that, typically, limit the sum of synaptic strengths received by a cell, or its mean
activity.
Spike timing-dependent plasticity
A recent experimental finding can solve the problem of competition in Hebbian
learning while giving interesting insights on what matters at the neuronal level to
encode information: spike-timing-dependent plasticity.
It was first discovered that long-term changes in synaptic efficacy could be dif-
ferentially up- or down-regulated, depending on the rather precise occurence timing
of postsynaptic spikes relative to presynaptic ones: when an action potential hits a
synapse before the postsynaptic neuron fires, the corresponding synapse is poten-
tiated and inversely, when it does so after the postsynaptic response, the synapse
is weakened [71]. Hence, this mechanism is indeed Hebbian (a synapse causing
a response is reinforced) as well as anti-Hebbian (a synapse carrying late-arriving
inputs is weakened). Further studies gave a significant role to precise spike times as
it was discovered that the amount of modification sharply depended on them ([11];
Figure 8).
The theoretical implications of spike timing-dependent synaptic plasticity have
since been the subject of numerous investigations. While it may be involved in tem-
poral pattern recognition or coincidence detection, the most interesting feature of
STDP lies in its competitive and stabilizing nature: it strengthens correlated inputs
while being insensitive to firing rates or the degree of variability of a given synaptic
input [108, 42].
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Figure 8: Spike Timing-Dependent Plasticity (taken from [11]) The temporal
relationship between single pre- and postsynaptic spikes determines how much a
synapse is modified. When the postsynaptic spike comes before the presynaptic
one (left part of the graph, under the t   0 ), the synapse is weakened. When the
presynaptic spike contributes to the postsynaptic one (right part, under the t  0 ),
the synapse is reinforced. Remarkably, the amount of modification itself depends
on the delay between these two events: maximal when the spikes are close together,
the effect gradually decreases and disappears in excess of a few tens of milliseconds.
However, these studies have mostly been conducted using firing rates as the vec-
tor for the neural code while STDP is, intrinsically, sensitive to precise spike times.
Increasing experimental evidence also goes toward a neural code based on precise
spike times[117], which implies a certain degree of reproducibility in stimulus-
locked responses. When spike times are taken into account and reproduced identi-
cally from one exposition to the other in the form of an asynchronous spike wave,
STDP enables a neuron to find inputs carrying the very first spikes, thus consider-
ably shortening the latency of the postsynaptic response ([108, 42]; Figure 9A-B).
Remarkably, this trend tuning to the earliest spikes along with a postsynaptic la-
tency reduction - may still arise in biologically realistic conditions as neither jitter
nor spontaneous activity seem to hinder it (Figure 9B-D).
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Figure 9: STDP effects with realistic spike waves (A) Typical input pattern. A
neuron is exposed to a reproducible, jittered (5ms) spike wave amidst 5 Hz sponta-
neous activity. (B) Learning motion. When repeatedly exposed with more or less
the same pattern, STDP is still able to find and focus on the earliest afferents while
the postsynaptic neuron responds increasingly fast. The black line refers to the left
axis and shows the postsynaptic latency. The image in the background depicts the
evolution of synaptic weights (ordered by latency; white is for maximal potentia-
tion, black for maximal depression). (C) Resistance to jitter. From 0 to 10 ms jitter,
the effects are negligeable while after that, the convergence is slowed quadratically.
(D) Resistance to spontaneous activity. Increasing its rate linearly only slows con-
vergence to the earliest ones.
Why is that so? For one given input pattern presentation, the input spikes elicit
a postsynaptic response, triggering the STDP rule. Synapses carrying input spikes
just preceding the post-synaptic one are potentiated while later ones are weakened.
The next time this input pattern is re-presented, firing threshold will be reached
sooner which implies a slight decrease of the post-synaptic spike latency. Con-
sequently the learning process, while depressing some synapses it had previously
potentiated, will now reinforce different synapses carrying even earlier spikes than
the preceding time. By iteration, it follows that upon repeating presentation of the
same input spike pattern, the post-synaptic spike latency will tend to stabilize at a
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minimal value while the first synapses become fully potentiated and later ones fully
depressed.
Yet, two questions arise. First, regarding the input pattern, it could be argued
that STDP favors the first ones only because spike waves are constituted of one
spike per afferents. Does the trend still emerge if each input neuron fires more than
one reproductible spike? When the input pattern is based on spike trains, that is
several reproducible spikes per afferent (Figure 10A), STDP is able to selectively
reinforce the earliest ones although, by starting very far from them, it has no way of
knowing exactly where they are (Figure 10B). A second question concerns the effect
of such a remarkable emerging structure: having a neuron responding fast is not
very interesting if it is not also selective to it. The neuron was tested for postsynaptic
latency in response to the target pattern compared to 50,000 distractors. It showed
that, as learning goes on, the neuron becomes increasingly faster in responding to
the target rather than to any distractors (Figure 10C). Conclusively, through spike-
timing-dependent Hebbian learning, a neuron becomes selective to a distinct pattern
by concentrating potentiation in synapses receiving its earliest, reproduced afferents
[54].
STDP in Vision Feedforward learning
So far, STDP implications have been mostly explored on a theoretical ground: be it
based on rates or spike times, simulations rarely adress its function in any particular
system. But the late paradigm, where a neuron is presented with an asynchronous
spike wave, can be extended to the visual system in a feedforward (FF) manner.
Indeed, reproducible temporal structures can be found in MT [5], and from reti-
nal ganglion cells to the inferotemporal cortex [10, 70, 97, 118, 82]. It thus becomes
possible to investigate the effects of STDP learning on an efferent neuron receiving
inputs from V1 for example. The repetition of similar input patterns could quite
simply be the result of multiple exposures with the same stimulus at different times
in life. Alternatively, a single stimulus exposure could result in a sequence of simi-
lar processing waves through the rhythmic activity of cortical oscillations [58]. As
little as an hundred presentation could be enough to make a structured representa-
tion emerge and stabilize that is built upon the earliest afferents of the input spike
wave (Figure 11).
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Figure 10: STDP finds and focuses on the earliest input to be more selective
(A) Typical input pattern. The neuron is exposed to a reproducible, jittered (5ms)
spike trains amidst 5 Hz spontaneous activity. The spike trains were generated
according to a Poisson process. Hence, information is homogenously spread over
time and afferents. (B) Learning motion. The neuron starts to fire at 400 ms after
presentation of the input pattern. While it is far from the first spikes of each train,
STDP will nonetheless reach for the earliest afferents to eventually focus on them
while depressing later ones. (C) Selectivity. At each step in (B), the output neuron
was tested for latency to the target pattern against 50,000 distractor ones. While
at first the neuron responds significantly later to the target than to any distractor,
it becomes steadily more selective to the target pattern used for training: it fires
increasingly sooner to the target than to any distractors.
However, neurons are not isolated in the brain; it would thus seem improbable to
observe such emergence in a population of neurons. Imagine we extend the preced-
ing simulation to more input images, randomly presented to a population of as many
potentially learning cells. Each time one of these cells fires, we will consider that
it inhibits its neighborhood - the other cells in the population - through a feedback
(FB) inhibition mechanism. Said otherwise, only one cell learns the V1-filtered
spiking activity induced by the stimulus at each step. The results are remarkable:
while the neurons obviously do not know which image was presented, they do yet
retain one stimuli and one only (Figure 12A). When considering the reponses at the
population level, one can also witness that learning makes the responses selective
by implementing a sparse code (Figure 12B).
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Figure 11: Einstein: STDP learning of a V1-filtered face A population of V1-like
cells encodes an orientation for each pixel in the image presented to the network
(here, Einstein s face); each cell acts as an analog-to-delay converter where the
latency of its first spike depends on the strength of the orientation in its receptive
field. Time taken to achieve recognition of the stimulus decreases (middle column)
while a structured representation emerges and stabilizes (left column) that is built
upon the earliest afferents of the input spike wave (right column). Receptive field is
linearly reconstructed based on the weight synapse and the selectivity of the afferent
neuron. It is thus redundant with the effective weights distribution.
This learning paradigm suggests how neurons in the visual system can be made
to be selective to particular aspects of the visual scene: Hebbian learning in the form
of a local, autonomous18 learning rule such as STDP can lead to highly selective
18As far as STDP is concerned, the neuron s spiking activity is the main determinant of the synap-
tic modifications. These regulations in turn affect integration of the presynaptic spikes before pro-
ducing postsynaptic ones. Thus, the learning rule makes the cell autonomous, at least functionally
speaking.
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Figure 12: Population learning: Emergence of selective responses (A) Architec-
ture of the network and receptive fields. At each step, one of the 4 images on the left
is presented to the network. The V1-like layer generates one spike per cell just like
in Figure 11. Spike times are then jittered (5 ms gaussian delay) and 5 Hz Poisson-
inspired spontaneous activity is added to the spike pattern at each presentation. The
changing incoming activity is propagated towards the next layer where 4 neurons
integrate it. The first to fire inhibits its neigbours and triggers the STDP learning
rule. After 2,000 random presentations, each neuron has learned one stimulus and
one only, in the same manner as in Figure 11. (B) Population response. A red dot
indicates if the neuron fired first when presented with the corresponding stimulus.
(top) Initially, each neuron is likely to respond to any stimuli when tested for first
response on 100 trials without STDP learning (plasticity was shut off for the test).
(bottom) Finally, any input image is clearly identifiable based on which neuron fires
(learning steps #1901 to #2000).
visual responses reminiscent of the notorious grandmother cells . It can be thought
of as a case of supervised learning: the input world is indeed chosen by someone. It
nonetheless exhibits a degree of autonomy: while the monitor chooses the input, it
does not act on the regulatory process affecting the synaptic weights. In fact, such
a system just self-organizes according to the world it is connected to.
Unsupervised learning would thus translate in the case where the input is natu-
ral , i.e. generated through the presentation of random patches taken from natural
scenes images. When the input layer consists of retinal ganglion cells selectivities
(ON- and OFF-center receptive field), the learning layer displays the emergence
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of independent filters, very similar to those observed in the primary visual cortex
([89]; see also Figure 13A). In itself, this result lends further support to first-spike
time coding since it coincides with an experimentally observed, fundamental fact
of neuroscience (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). In that sense, it also supports the feed-
forward model of orientation selectivity in V1, based on the ordered alignment of
LGN inputs [60, 29]. But the main point resides in this architecture giving an idea
of how experience may shape selectivities in feed-forward processing. It becomes
thus interesting to reiterate the process to investigate its effects at the next level.
Indeed, if selectivities at the bottom (V1) and top (IT) of the visual hierarchy are
well-documented, what lies in-between, in V2 for example, remains unclear. In the
present framework, intermediate representations would thus consist of more com-
plex structures than in V1, like long orientations, parallel bars, curvatures or vertices
(Figure 13B). Building selectivities along the ventral pathway could hence lead to
face-selective neurons in the higher stages of the visual hierarchy.
STDP in Vision - FeedBack connections
The connections between different areas may be classified into 3 different types
according to their preferential termination: FF connections typically terminate in
layer 4, lateral ones in a columnar way and FB ones prefer a multilaminar pattern
excluding layer 4. Followingly, cortical areas could be organized in a hierarchy
according to the pattern of reciprocal connections between them [39]. However, it
has already been suggested that the rank of a given area in the anatomical hierarchy
does not necessarily correspond to that of the order of activation. For instance,
area MT may be placed at the top of the anatomical hierarchy while yielding early
responses that would qualify it for the earliest stages of visual processing; area MT,
but also subsequent area MST and frontal eye field (FEF), would thus be part of
the fast brain , where median latencies typically occur between 40 and 80 ms ; as
opposed to the slow brain (100-150 ms responses) that groups most areas of the
temporal lobe and some areas of the frontal cortex located rostral to the frontal eye
field [84].
According to this hypothesis, latencies is seen as a dynamical principle of hi-
erarchical organisation in the visual system, which would have consequences in
refining laminar patterns of connection. We also presently shown that STDP tunes
neurons to the earliest spikes they receive: latencies basically dictate which affer-
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Figure 13: Natural emergence of receptive fields (A) When the input layer con-
sists of ON- and OFF-center cells, analog to retinal ganglion cells, the presentation
of random patches taken from natural scenes images leads to the emergence of V1-
like oriented and located selectivities (sample). (B) Receptive fields emerging when
the input consists in images of faces filtered by V1-inspired orientations (sample).
This kind of structures may indicate what intermediary visual representations in the
ventral pathway look like.
ents are selected. The similarities are such that one can wonder how STDP could
influence connections between visual areas. For instance, the first, fastest wave of
visual information, channelled by the magnocellular (M) pathways, reaches MT via
V1 in a FF manner; from there, the M input goes backwards to V1 in time to meet
the slower by 20ms, parvocellular (P) input [85]. It follows that P neurons in the
superficial layers would be influenced by M inputs from MT because they arrive
sufficiently early to be enhanced by STDP. Asymmetrically, M neurons having al-
ready responded on the first pass, their connections receiving MT inputs would be
depressed. Hence, the M pathway would indeed act as an ignition device for the P
flow in V1 [115] or even, if acting selectivity-wise too, as an active blackboard by
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modulating V1 and V2 responses [18]; it would also be temporally decoupled: one
M flow wound not influence the next one.
Similarly, an apparent anomaly of the visual system could be explained by
STDP. According to the classical view, FEF is located high in the visual hierar-
chy, in a FB position compared to V4 [39]. However, FEF-V4 connections display
a high %SLN - percentage of supragranular layers neurons retroactively marked
when injecting in V4 -, indicative of FEF-to-V4 FF connections [7]. From the
anatomical point of view, FEF initially possesses neurons in the supragranular and
infragranular layers both connecting to V4 layer 4. In terms of latency responses
after stimulus presentation, FEF tends to fire before V4. The first wave of activity
hitting V4 would thus come from FEF supragranular neurons and elicit the earliest
responses which would consequently be strengthened. At the same time, the supra-
granular activity in FEF propagates locally in its lower layers which would in turn
fire slightly later. Inputs from the infragranular layers arriving after the first spikes
in FEF, these connections would be depressed. Hence, FEF would hierarchically be
placed before V4.
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4 Functional properties of area V4 neurons P. Girard
Synthetic bibliographic work to refine a scientific question that needs to be studied in the
framework of RIVAGE
We will only consider here the dorsal part of area V4 of the macaque monkey,
which has been much more thoroughly investigated than the ventral part because of
stereotaxic accessibility. Several groups studied the basic properties of V4 receptive
fields in the seventies and the eighties. Early studies by [130] strongly emphasized
that V4 is a colour centre since 100
More recent studies have pointed to the fact that a successive build up of more
complex attributes is achieved in the ventral pathway from V2 to anterior IT. [65]
have tried to determine the simplest stimuli that drive V4 cells, starting from com-
plex stimuli and simplifying them. The outcome is that V4 neurons seem to prefer
elementary shapes looking like complex textons (Figure 14). Other authors have
shown selectivity of V4 cells to cartesian and noncartesian gratings [41] (Figure
15), [87]. The main issue of these studies is that visual areas can use critical fea-
tures that can be more elaborated (curvatures, intersections, ..) than simple bars or
gratings that are usually considered. These selectivities seem more elaborated and
concern a greater proportion of cells in V4 than in V2 [55] and less elaborated and
concern a smaller proportion of cells than in IT.
On the other hand, area V4 should not be considered as a mere midlevel in a
mechanistic LEGO. We will first consider here the behavioural effects of lesions
or inactivations of V4 followed by the analysis of several studies that have demon-
strated highlevel modulation of V4 neuronal responses by attention, learning or
planning of eye movements.
Consequences of lesions or inactivations of area V4
These studies reveal consistent deficits in the perception of shapes rather than in the
perception of colour, and are therefore in agreement with the physiological studies
mentioned above.
Interestingly, lesion studies by [104, 105] (Figure 16) revealed a much stronger
deficit for when the monkey has to detect or discriminate lowsalience objects. When-
ever objects are smaller, dimmer or masked, the performances of monkeys drop
when V4 is lesioned. [75] V4 lesion studies corroborate this view, since monkeys
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Figure 14: Example of complex critical features in 4 cortical areas. Y B G R stand
for yellow, blue, green and red.
ability to perform an orientation popout task was more degraded when distracters
have the same salience (more difficult) than the target. He also shows [76] that
comparison of shapes that have been rotated in 3D is altered especially if the dis-
criminations are made difficult. [126] showed that the effects of V4 lesions on a
variety of discrimination tasks are particularly strong when a stimulus is embedded
in distracters that are perceptually similar to the stimulus.
Higher level functions of area V4
Visual stimuli that are difficult to see may require extra attentional load or learning
processes. For instance, [73] have shown that the tuning curve of neurons for orien-
tation is boosted up and broadened when a monkey directs its attention to a grating
in a receptive field (whereas it is not when attention is directed outside the receptive
field). Attention is a rather ubiquist phenomenon; as far as V4 is concerned, the role
of an attention signal in V4 might be linked to perceptual learning. Some authors
have demonstrated that V4 plays a role in the generalization of perceptual tasks.
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Figure 15: A: Schematic diagram of the original dendrogram with 3 cell groups.
B: Metric multidimensional scaling space. C,D,E: Average angular response of the
cells of each group.
[127] have shown that monkeys faculty to transfer a learned discrimination to an
untrained region of the visual field is impaired by a V4 lesion. Neuronal correlates
of perceptual learning have been identified by [128] who have shown that orienta-
tion tuning curves of V4 neurons are narrowed around the orientation that has been
trained in a discrimination task.
Using more realistic stimuli, [91] (Figure 17 and Figure 18) have recently stud-
ied in V4 the neuronal correlates of perceptual learning in macaque monkeys. Macaque
monkeys are trained to discriminate pictures of natural objects that are made barely
visible because of noise addition. They observed a major effect of learning consist-
ing in an increase of neural information for degraded images, in correlation with
better behavioural performances.
In conclusion, V4 seems to play an important role for enhancing behavioural
responses to stimuli that may be difficult to see whatever could be the source of
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Figure 16: Effect on behavioural performances of macaque monkeys with V4 le-
sions: When the target is dimmer than the distractors, latencies increase and the
performance (saccade to target drops).
low salience. Since the basic low level features that drive V4 neurons are complex
(see above), their processing is more likely to be disrupted in a cluttered environ-
nement like natural visual scenes. An attentional signal is required and seems to be
present that helps to process such stimuli, in some cases, perceptual learning rein-
forces the process [6]. Lesions disrupt these processes (although it remains open
that reversible inactivation experiments which leave no time for plasticity, reveal
stronger deficits, [46]. An analogy can be made with [61] experiments on inactiva-
tion of feedback pathways. When feedback pathway from MT to lower extrastriate
areas is inactivated, processing of low visibility stimuli is disrupted in those areas
that receive the feedback. Hence, corticocortical feedback pathway could act as a
gain controller to enhance lowsalience stimuli. Although this set of experiments
concerned the dorsoparietal pathway, one can suggest that the same mechanism
could be present in the ventroinferotemporal pathway. In that case, IT to V4 feed-
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Figure 17: A: An example of natural image is shown at three coherence level, cor-
responding different degradation of the stimulus. B: Sequence of trial events for a
DMS task, while the sample stimulus was presented at different level of degrada-
tion, the probe stimulus was always degraded.
back would play a role in enhancing behavioural performance. The functional hy-
potheses about the role of V4 / IT connectivity hence will be as stated above (autre
chapitre du projet..) , a first pass of visual processing would consist in bringing up
to IT elementary complex descriptors to detect or categorize a visual object. In case
of low visibility or active search, a feedback signal should be necessary to segment
this object from the visual scene, keep tracking it or even learn to process it more
efficiently.
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Figure 18: Learning-dependent enhancement for degraded stimuli: single neuron
example. The average firing rate during stimulus presentation as a function of co-
herence, in the prefered (+), non preferred (-) direction of the neuron, for familiar
(fam) or novel (nov) stimuli.
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5 Conclusion and perspectives S. Thorpe et al.
These four contributions allow to describe what is the next step regarding “inte-
grated model of visual processing”. One goal is to focus on the “what” (i.e. object
recognition) stream, more precisely perceptual grouping and object segmentation
[67]. For instance, [50] attempts to demonstrate how the known laminar architecture
of the V1 and V2 areas of the visual cortex, assuming a functional role for this strat-
ification, is involved in percepts generation. This includes pre-attentive/attentive as-
pects, as pointed out by [84]. The parvocellular stream of the visual cortex performs
visual filtering, i.e. attention and perceptual grouping, using feed-forward, feedback
and horizontal interactions. One key aspect is the figure / ground segmentation in
the brain, as recently reviewed by [101] showing that shape perception depends crit-
ically on this cue, while its link to early-vision mechanisms is now relatively well
understood e.g. the role of junctions in surface completion and contour matching.
Following this track the present project focuses on subsequent layers of the visual
stream : V4/IT.
It is now clarified [67, 18] that, regarding the adaptive mechanisms described
previously, the formalization in artificial visual processes using the so-called PDE
(Partial Differential Equation) or “variational approach”, allows to model how a bio-
logical visual system, as a whole, solves perceptual tasks not only at a “pixel” level.
A key aspect is that, under this assumption, there is a direct link between PDE pa-
rameterization and spatio-temporal maps of cortical activity. Therefore we plan to
find biological networks of neurons which carry out some of the PDE-based compu-
tations used in algorithmic vision and conversely, starting from neuro-physiological
data, to try to define pertinent PDEs acting on visual inputs. This should allow the
development of not only anatomical but also functional models of activity in cortical
areas during a visual task.
All three previous aspects of visual perception are easily formalized using the
“generative model” approach reviewed in [40]. This allows to relate what is ac-
tually known in statistical modeling with existing biological models. A general
framework for the role of feedback connections is proposed in these publications.
A step further, the link with variational approaches has been sketched out (section
2), analyzing how a certain class of PDE vis feedbacks. Regarding the role of feed-
back connections, [93] describe a model of visual processing in which feedback
connections from a higher- to a lower- order visual cortical area carry predictions of
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lower-level neural activities, whereas the feed-forward connections carry the resid-
ual errors between the predictions and the actual lower-level activities. In the scope
of this approach receptive fields are Gabor-like filters with a sigmoid profile out-
put, weights being optimized by a 1st order gradient optimization of a likelihood
criterion. This is now generalized to more plausible operators. But the relation
with sensory-motor strategies, is very important: these authors point out the fact
that visual cognition depends heavily on sensory-motor mechanisms. They also an-
alyze how saliency maps and more generally attentional effects are to be taken into
account: this is still to be done in our approach.
Back to the real brain, a functional theory of this connectivity has been pro-
posed by [18, 84]: he proposes that a first wave of computation allows an initial
estimate of the global aspect of objects contained in the visual scene. This is made
possible because of the fast latencies of feedforward connections (magnocellular
pathway). The two kinds of connections termed feedforward and feedback mainly
from anatomical considerations about sources and arrival of projections are involved
in an iterative refinement of processing is taking place to come up with an efficient
perception taking into account local components of the visual scene. To achieve
this, one can make the hypothesis of a mechanism based upon feedback connec-
tions. Feedback connections could redirect global information after a selection by
attention for instance and activate long latency feedforward (parvocellular pathway)
that carries more detailed information (color, texture, ..). This is the basis of this
common preliminary work.
Perspectives
Numerous studies have shown that the responses of inferotemporal cortex neurons
are selective to complex stimuli like faces [88] or trees [124]. Latencies of these re-
sponses can be very short, below 100 ms. [109] have shown that the first part of the
response can correspond to stimulus global information (one can crudely identify
that a face has been presented). The later part of the response seem to be selective
to more local details of the stimulus, like facial expression. Fast activation of in-
ferotemporal cortex is in agreement with psychophysical and electrophysiological
studies (EEG) that demonstrate both in human and macaque monkeys, the very fast
ability to categorize pictures of natural objects [37].
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Such a duality of inferotemporal responses fits with above-mentioned iterative
functional model of cortico-cortical connections. A first pass aims at globally or
crudely detecting the object ; in turn feedback connections coordinate responses of
lower stages to specify local attributes belonging to the object (color, texture, com-
ponents) which then will be transmitted to inferotemporal cortex (for instance for
memory storage, template matching etc). Area V4, which receives important feed-
back connectivity from IT and contains neurons selective to elementary attributes
such as non Cartesian gratings and textures, is an interesting area to test this hy-
pothesis.
The role of feedback connectivity has been studied by [61]. They have shown, in
anesthetized monkeys, that feedback connections from area MT can control the gain
of visual responses in areas V1, V2 et V3. This gain control helps figure-ground
detection, especially if the stimulus has low visibility (low contrast, visual noise).
This function of feedback connections remains to be questioned in awake macaque
monkeys involved in a behavioural task. Our objectives fall into two broad classes,
computational and neurophysiological, as detailed below.
Modeling and simulating the feedback control between IT and V4 using a large
spiking neuronal network.
We propose to use the PDE formalism in order to model and simulate some of the
neuronal computations in V1-V4 and IT for a paradigm for visual segmentation
and object recognition (similar ideas have already been applied to V1 and V2, as
discussed in e.g. [67] where a preliminary implementation related to the PDE for-
malism has been proposed and experimented). The functional assumption is that
fast-brain mechanisms allow us to recognize objects (in fact to build assumptions
about the kind of object(s) present in the scene) as discussed in e.g. [119]. This
is based on the hypothesis that object segmentation is driven by such top-down
assumptions. More precisely, once the fast-brain pathway to IT has detected the
presence of a class of objects, it sends feedback information to some of the lower
stages V1-V4 to guide the segmentation process from elementary image features.
Similar ideas have been recently used in computer vision [25, 99, 14, 69] to con-
strain image segmentation with object priors, but have to be developed further in this
context. The introduction of the PDE formalism should allow us to formalize this
mechanism as a metaphore of a feedback between IT (object “identification” layer)
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and V4 (object “attribute grouping” layer) and to propose a biologically plausible
implementation. Schematically, this implementation will proceed in two phases. In
the first phase the class of object present in the image will be identified by applying
the Support Vector Machine formalism [119] to vectors built from early neuronal
responses [37, 110]. This will index a data base of silhouette models at different
scales that will then be used as priors to drive a PDE based image segmentation
process. The conversion between continuous quantities required by the PDE for-
malism and spike trains can be achieved through various processes, the simplest
one being based on such ideas as the elementary cortical column model of Jansen
and Rit [62]. This is an open question and the present researchs will focus on it.
The validation of this approach will be conducted (a) at the computational level by
measuring the performances of the system on real images and by comparing them
to published results and (b) at the neurophysiological level by a so-called probing
experiment described next.
Probing the function of feedback from inferotemporal cortex to V4.
By analogy with HupÃ© et al experiments on feedback and low visibility, one can
suggest that IT to V4 feedback plays a role in enhancing behavioral performance in
categorization in low visibility. It has been recently shown by [91] that the increase
in the amount of information transmitted by V4 cells parallels the behavioral per-
formance enhancement seen when the animal learns to identify natural images that
are made difficult to see by noise addition. If our hypothesis is correct, resistance
to image degradation and identification performance should drop when IT is inacti-
vated in a categorization task. We will conjointly search for neuronal correlates in
V4 during IT inactivation giving special care about the global and local aspects of
the responses.
As a conclusion, this first step indicates that there are many but rather different
frameworks to model the ventral/dorsal visual pathways functionalities, while these
correspond to recent computer vision mechanisms, now formalized in a unifying
“variational” framework. It is thus a challenge to carry on investigating to what
extend this unifying framework could be relevant in modeling biological vision.
This is the goal of the next step of this work.
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